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Corona Times

A tiny virus has turned our times upside down.
Stripped from us all forms of normalcy,
infiltrated the deep recess of our minds and
created within, an impetus for a new way of
survival.
So, how is humanity surviving in these testing
times? It been different strokes for different
folks. Some have taken to hone their
housekeeping skills from becoming gourmet
chefs to housekeeping fanatics, some are
obsessed with their image and are busy
making videos, webinars and posting their
initiatives constantly on social media , while
some are struggling to find food and shelter.
All in all daunting tasks , “ in keeping with the
times”.
Can this tiny micro-organism take on the
billions in the human race? Can it control our
lives? Can it affect the way we think? Well, it’s
trying very hard; as we grapple with new ways
to invent ourselves, to comply with changing
economics, to adjust to unjustified earnings,
and to look at myriad ways of creative
outpouring.
Within limits creative outpouring is justified
and helps us achieve some semblance of a
normal existence, but if it becomes obsessive,
we will suffer lack of sleep, deflated
self-confidence and remain in forms of stress
we cannot even imagine.

So, here is a simple message for mankind, Enjoy
the world from your windows , breathe in the
changing seasons, watch the tiny bird learning to
fly, see the blooming of flowers, and most of all,
introspect within yourself. It is a time like no other,
and hopefully we will not dawn again.
As world heals from this onslaught, I still derive
the simple pleasures of reading and having a cup
of tea. Yes, we as humanity never want to lose
grip from our lofty ambitions, never want to
dismiss greed and longing. However hidden in
these dark times, lies a silver path to
self-discovery,
Forgive those who have wronged you, forgive
petty quarrels, forgive, and please forgive the tiny
virus that in its own way is bringing out the best in
us!
Take the world in your stride….. As in the words of
Michael Jackson,
“Heal the world make it a better place, for me and
for you, and the entire human race”

Lolita Dutta,

Editor-UID
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Through Another Perspective:
Corona Series Illustration
Kriti Malkani, Assistant Professor, School of Interior Design, UID

Fig:1 : Corona Days
As human beings, we all are aware of the
basics related to a human mind and thoughts.
This makes us naturally inherent to the
common reaction of predictable expressions.
Now, if these pre-conceived notions of our
daily
interactions,
traverse
with
our
imaginative thoughts?
Eureka! It brings life into those imaginative
thoughts, becoming the foreground with
power to express.
One such happening which has affected us
globally is COVID -19, spreading through
'corona-virus’. As it is observed in many
articles, there are a lot of illustrations and
cartoons trying to depict current affairs from
the perspective of the human race.
Here are a few illustrations, putting life into the
character and the fact that we are in a ‘global
war’ against this virus, making it all the more
interesting.

Fig:2 : Corona Days
The daily dose of facts with people getting
infected each day in huge numbers, disturbs us.
The cartoons are an effort to divert attention from
the usual chaos through another perspective.
Corona Days series talks about the current affairs
through the perspective of the character - Corona
(the animated virus character) and conveying
messages to the society in an indirect way.
In Fig 1, The character is trying to convey a
positive message of wearing masks through a
negation, saying it will attack people not wearing
masks.
In Fig 2, the character is encouraging the person
to shake hands (negation) to make us all aware,
that the act of shaking hands, needs to ne
re-thought.
Thus, the cartoons use an opposite perspective
(negation) to convey the positive messages and
make us realize – THINGS CAN GET BETTER!
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School Of Fashion Design.

Viaje- Fashion Show
ASHTAPAILU
Boundaries are created by man.
Nature has no boundaries.
The absence of these boundaries in
Indian Mythology is what makes it
so fluid and accepting.
This sacred flow was broken and
shattered by interveners who
mended our beliefs and enforced
theirs. Beliefs that never left but
survived as footprints in our
literature.
A sari is considered as the
traditional attire for women, so was
it wrong of Lord Vishnu to adorn it
when he transformed into Mohini to
enchant Shiva? Vishnu, being a part
of the Holy Trinity of our mythology,
was not ashamed to cover himself in
a ‘female’ attire and did not have to
compromise with his masculinity to
do so.
What makes us divide the cradles
and rooms of the newborns into
Blue or Pink? These attires and
colors were never assigned to
gender, but based on the role of an
individual in the society.

Who decided which side of the shirt should have buttons for
male and female clothing? Was this pre destined or decided
by humans based on practicality of the tasks they engaged in?
There are no answers. So, we conclude that all colors, shapes,
forms and sizes- from ghagaras to tuxedos- everything
belongs to everybody. This is the theme of our collection –
Ashtapailu.
This group won the First prize for the Fashion Show
competition. This show has been styled by Madhulika Gumber
and Nikita Baid of Sem 4 of School of Fashion Design, scripted
by Riya Dewal of Sem 4 Product Design and choreographed
by Vaishnavi Balasubramanian. The models are students from
various departments of UID.
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Impact of COVID on UK’s
Fashion Consumer
Kriti Srivastava, Assistant Professor, School of Fashion Design, UID
CoVID 19 has found a new way to impact the
retail-scape through brand-led PR battles. A
new study shows 54% of UK online shoppers
will be less likely to spend money with brands
that have behaved badly during the outbreak.
And that some 53% are also spending less on
fashion making it evident that brands need to
avoid alienating consumers in order to succeed
post-crisis.
New research from PFS, a global commerce
services company, shows that UK shopping
habits could be permanently altered following
lockdown. While the fashion sector, in
particular, has suffered, it's significant that 60%
of UK consumers say they’ve shopped more
during the pandemic compared to normal
circumstances. And 53% have made more
purchases online. Importantly as well, as many
as 77% of the shoppers plan to continue to
purchase more online once the pandemic is
over. That's even more of a reason for online
and omnichannel retailers to make sure they
behave impeccably during this time or risk not
only losing unhappy existing customers but not
winning new ones.
Looking back at PFS’s figures for current
consumer behavior, it's interesting that of those
who are buying more online now than they
used to, 39% said they've been encouraged to
buy products they hadn't considered before,
especially footwear. And that 39% increases to
61% for Generation Z and 52% for Millennials.

It's even more important now that online retailers
don't over-promise and under-deliver. 50% of
shoppers have reported unsatisfactory online
shopping experiences. This rose to 75% of Gen Z
and 63% of Millennials. Despite consumer focus
on buying groceries, fashion shopping is still
happening. As mentioned earlier though, more
than half have cut their general fashion shopping
as they’re unable to go out and show off their
purchases. In particular, 26% have been buying
less clothing online. Survey respondents said
that they feel greater loyalty towards brands that
effectively communicate with them and are
showing how they’re helping people during this
time (52%). This increases to 54% of Baby
Boomers and 59% of the Silent Generation.
A quarter of shoppers said they’d tried new
e-tailers because of the lockdown and intend to
continue to shop with them thanks to the good
experience they’ve had during the crisis. This
rises to 32% for Gen Z and 35% of Millennials.
While public opinion is still heavily supportive of
the need to keep physical shops closed, it's
clearly also increasingly important for businesses
to try to function and online shopping is a key
way for the fashion sector to get through the
coronavirus crisis.
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Beyond Sustainability
G. A. Vikram, HOD, School of Industrial Design, UID
In the context of vast environmental and social change, the comprehension of what sustainability
means by educators and students alike, becomes vitally important and will have a great bearing on
the future of our world. Sustainability and progress are inextricably linked but we need to review
the idea of progress as ‘development towards an improved or more advanced condition of
mankind’, to a more inclusive ‘nurturing of the entire planet Earth’.

Comprehending
what sustainability
really means, now
and for generations
to come, given the
enormous human
and environmental
impacts of earlier
ideas of progress

The state of the planet is precarious, and that is putting
things mildly; necessitating drastic measures to reverse
the trend.
In the prevalent way of viewing the issue, ‘Sustainability
looks to protect our natural environment, human and
ecological health, while driving innovation and not
compromising our way of life’. This presumes that there
still remains a natural environment to protect, that
human and ecological health is in good condition, that
one’s lifestyle needs no compromise. The fact of the
matter is that the planet is on the verge of collapse and
experts are of the view that the world has crossed the
‘tipping point’, a point of no return.
Design education needs to reflect this urgency and
equip students to take leadership in decision making
that is, radical in approach towards the worst problems
of modern society, based on ethics, considerations of
harmony and eco consciousness; construct a design
curriculum that steers industry away from the pervasive

curriculum that steers industry away from the pervasive model of obsolescence, for an economy
that is not based purely on materialistic and consumer oriented decisions but one that
fundamentally redefines sustainability, and present-day economic and social concepts.
It would have to include design of political, economic and social systems among its core subjects,
enlarge its perspective beyond traditional approaches towards materials and technologies, give
birth to ideas for a global platform, foster visionaries and thinkers to address the critical state the
world is in now. The time for facile solutions is well passed, only the profound, the sweeping,
neoteric interpretations of ancient wisdom and call for a new civilization can bring a modicum of
hope for a world that is beyond traditional views of sustainability.
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Illustrations By The Students Of B.Des, Visual Communication,
Sem 4 As Part Of An Assignment On The Illustration Module.
The faculty for the module were Hardik Pancholi, Nayna Yadav and Sambit Kumar Pradhan.
The first part of the brief for this assignment for the students was to choose any illustration or
artwork of an artist/designer/painter of their own choice and reproduce it to the best of their
abilities. In the second part, they were to adapt and recreate the same artwork in the style of a
completely different artwork given to them.
In Short:
Choose Artwork > Reproduce Chosen > Get New Artwork > Adapt Chosen as per Given
The intention behind the assignment was to allow students to try and match up their own skills with
professionals and further test their own intuitiveness, adaptability, flexibility and problem solving
ability.

Choosen Artwork By Mia Minerva,
Anshul Shukla, B.Des Sem-4

Adapted Art Work,
Anshul Shukla, B.Des Sem-4, Illustartion

Reproduced Art Work,
Anshul Shukla, B.Des Sem-4
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Choosen Artwork By Namrata Kumar,
Lalitha Mudapaka, B.Des Sem 4
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Choosen Artwork By Flesh
Sai Naga Deepshika, B.Des Sem 4

Reproduced Artwork,
Lalitha Mudapaka, B.Des Sem 4

Reproduced Artwork,
Sai Naga Deepshika, B.Des Sem 4

Adapted Artwork,
Lalitha Mudapaka, B.Des Sem 4, Illustration

Adapted Artwork,
Sai Naga Deepshika, B.Des Sem 4
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Koftgiri-A Royal Art!
By Anisha Deshpande, Sem 5, Lifestyle Accessory Department, UID
After the outlines the main motifs are then made
and filled with closely placed gold or silver thin
wires. The outlining is then removed and reused.
I worked with the artisans and made a collection
of Dining table accessories which included wine
glass (stem), salt and pepper shaker, napkin ring
and candle-stand. The inspiration of forms was
derived from 3d forms of cubes as I wanted to
make the designs classy and nowadays edgy is
classy Patterns on the products are inspired by
Art Deco (Pablo Picasso’s paintings). It was a
great experience of exploring new crafts and
bringing them in my own design.
Koftgiri is a famous traditional craft of
Rajasthan which has its root from Udaipur. I had
gone to Udaipur to explore this undiscovered
and unknown craft and how this craft would be
used in urban lifestyle and not restricted to only
making of royal weapons. The process starts
with iron or steel being hammered into a
surface on which grooves are made. Minute
detailed lines are being carved depicting
various motifs. With few guidelines marked
now the craftsmen start laying thin silver wires
making the outlines.

Photography By Anisha Deshpande
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Interior Plantscape
By Ruchita Mistry, Assistant Professor, School of Interior Design, UID
Flora and fauna have life and they make a space feel
more fresh and alive- this is a universal conventional
reality. It has also been scientifically proven by Nasa
(National Aeronautics and Space Administration) that
plants can remove up to 87% of air toxins in 24 hours.
When we talk of flora and fauna in a design context, it is
termed ‘landscape’. The Oxford dictionary defines
‘landscape’ as ‘all the visible features of an area of land,
often considered in terms of their aesthetic appeal’. In
continuation of landscape, and not restricting it to only
aesthetics, a glimpse has been narrowed down into
Interiors and defining the flora and fauna in the layers it
nurtures. This is defined as ‘plantscape’. Plantscape is
registered with the flora and fauna within the interior
volume or integrating with the interior space e.g.
terrace, balcony, veranda. Few layers of study have
been pitched which recount the importance of
existence of “plant-scape”.
Plant as a healthy layer:
In healthcare spaces, plants help in lowering levels of
anxiety during recovery from surgery. Plant-scaping is also
justified to corporate and commercial spaces. It improves
the concentration and eventually, enhances the work
output, by reducing stress and promising a positive
environment.
Plant as a companion
Urbanites find plants as companions. Generally, people who
reside away from their family, illustrates as ‘plant parent’
rather than ‘Gardener’
Plant as trend setters
Social Media is booming and setting a trend where new
ideas/themes/ techniques are shared. It is also noticed that
posts are shared for any new venture in their balcony
garden/terrace garden
Interior
landscaping,
has
transformed
itself
as
‘Plant-scaping’ and by the guidelines of IGBC (Indian green
building council) is setting rating systems to develop
interior trend by setting rating systems. Further study can
be done on various plant typology and its effect in interiors
in regard to the layers on ‘plantscape’ it needs to target.
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School Of Fashion Design
Zoom Interaction With Mr. Aman Raj
B.DES SEM 6 & M.DES SEM 2, 11 April 2020.
Aman gave an overview of the garment
manufacturing industry with its various processes
and operations right from receiving tech packs
from designers and buyers through to packaging
and dispatch, stressing on clear communication
between designer and manufacturer. He also
covered the topics of dead stock, lean
manufacturing, manpower challenges, waste
reduction, importance of meeting deadlines,
delays in shipment and its effect on company
reputation and costing of pieces.
Aman answered students’ questions on effect of
the Covid 19 lockdown on the factories, workers
and fashion industry as well as their own career
pathway, advising students to align with the
design sensibility of the brand they work for and
perform their best at internship/ Graduation
project to secure a Pre-placement offer (PPO).
This session was aimed at being an insight into
the production industry for design internship
aspirants, giving them an understanding of
dealing with manufacturing units. This session
was organized and coordinated by facultiesAnahita Suri and Kriti Srivastava.

The School of Fashion Design
organized an online interactive session
for the students of B.Des Semester 6 &
M.Des FD Semester 2, via Zoom, with
Mr. Aman Raj, Production Manager at
Epic Group in Bangladesh.
Epic Group is a garment manufacturing
firm with head office in Hong Kong and
production
units
in
Bangladesh,
Vietnam, Jordan and Ethiopia. Their
clients include Uniqlo, J C Penny,
Target, Walmart, etc. Aman works in
their unit in Bangladesh and is an
alumnus of NIFT Bhubaneswar, with a
Bachelor in Fashion Technology.
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Zoom Interactive Session
With Mr. Padma Raj Keshri
SEM 6 Students of School of Fashion Design

The School of Fashion Design organized
an online interactive session for the
students of Semester 6, via Zoom, with
fashion designer Padma Raj Keshri from
Ara, Bihar.

The School of Fashion Design organized an online
interactive session for the students of Semester 6,
via Zoom, with fashion designer Padma Raj Keshri
from Ara, Bihar.
Padma has done his Bachelors in Knitwear Design
from NIFT, Bangalore and Master’s in Textile
Design from NID. He is an entrepreneur in the field
of textiles and fashion, blending ethics and
aesthetics. His label, Padma Raj Keshri, works with
denim upcycling using the leftover materials from
post-production waste, thus, reducing land fill.
The designs are comfortable and allow for
movement. His sustainable designs have been
showcased at various national platforms including
the Gen Next Designer at Lakme Fashion Week.
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Why Should Art Be
Seen Just On Paper?
Anvesha Saini, Sem 4, B.Des Fashion Design,
School of Fashion Design.
During this Quarantine when we are unable to step out of our
homes and have limited resources to create designs at home,
I chanced upon a new hobby. I love sketching and paining,
sitting in my balcony. The trees, flowers, clouds, the beautiful
nature all around us…has been of much interest to me and
made a way into my artworks. In the absence of painting
materials, I decided to use my face as a canvas and my
make-up kit as the art material to transform my face into an
artwork!

LOOK 1

LOOK 2

LOOK 3
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